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ABSTRACT: Described here is a sexual technique which allows a man to maintain
an erection indefinitely during coition, even after obtaining multiple full orgasms
with ejaculation. This differs from heretofore-described male sexual-stamina tech-
niques, of which rely on ejaculatory-control methods.

1 The InfiniLast Technique

I have discovered a sexual technique which allows a man to have sex indefinitely:
staying continuously erect while obtaining multiple orgasms with multiple ejaculations.
I have named this sexual technique my InfiniLast technique.1 I have obtained feedback
from other individuals avouching that my technique has worked superbly for them,
doing for them exactly what I said it would. And I disseminate this information for
free.2

∗This article is released under Version 3.0 of the “Attribution (By)” Creative Commons license and/or
Version 1.3 of the GNU Free Documentation License. This article-version is hereby published at the Inter-
net Archive on May 12, 2019, ark:/13960/t0tr3j398. My herein-described InfiniLast technique was orig-
inally published on June 28, 2003 at the Anti-State.com forum (of which website at that time was owned
by Jeremy Sapienza; ownership of said website has since apparently changed hands): see Tetrahedron
Omega (vonchloride), , replies Nos. 117 and 119, <https://
bit.ly/2Jb42oe>, <https://webcitation.org/6nTCmOQQ8>, <https://archive.is/uXmBQ>.

†Email address: <jrredford@yahoo.com>.
1Previously styled my InfiniFuck technique, yet upon deeper reflection it occurred to me that this

appellative might be regarded as gauche by some.
2As the famous computer scientist and staunch promoter of free and open-source software Richard

Stallman stated in one of his lectures in the context of generally-useful information of which he
would sense an obligation to share with others, “Now, I can imagine that you might disclose to
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As one man, Caley Pieper (with the username cal42ey from the original Anti-
State.com forum), said on August 11, 2003 in his gratitude toward me for relating
to him my InfiniLast technique: “P. S. I figured out how to do the sex trick I last asked
you about. I fucked the shit out of my roommate for about three hours. Thanks.”

What I didn’t previously know is just how truly rare multiple male orgasms with
full ejaculation apparently are, i.e., with no so-called “refractory period” between ejac-
ulations. The following website is by Richard Brent,3 the man media commentators4

have referred to as “The Only Multi-Orgasmic Man”:

• True Male Multiorgasmic Response,<https:///web.archiv.org/web/20190509224907/http
://www.multiorgasmic.com/home.html>, <https://webcitation.org/78Fduth4s>.

Brent was the test-subject in the study entitled “Male Multiple Ejaculatory Orgasms:
A Case Study” by Prof. Beverly Whipple, Brent R. Myers and Prof. Barry R. Komisaruk,
conducted on January 15, 1995 at Rutgers University, College of Nursing.5

me a wonderful new sex technique and I might then feel a moral duty to pass this on to the rest
of humanity: people who might have a chance to use it.” From 15:30–15:43 min:sec of “Richard
Stallman On FOSS GNU And Freedom”, 14 parts posted on Oct. 21–22, 2009 by Shankar Moor-
thy (shamoorthytube, youtube.com/channel/UC6hy7YsxIDRBAL7a33zNK9Q), total run time: 2:04:49
h:min:sec, <https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLC2233C191A464B26>, <https://archive.org/details/
RichardStallmanOnFOSS>; recorded in India.

3I first learned of Richard Brent’s website on May 29, 2005 in conducting web-searches on the Anun-
naki and the Nephilim, whereupon his website came up. On the ontological nature of these entities, see
Julian Jaynes, The Origin of Consciousness in the Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1990; orig. pub. 1976), ISBN 0395564727, LCCN 91157098; and see James Redford, “Societal
Sadomasochism”, State-Terror Archive, May 8, 2019, <https://webcitation.org/78ENQ50V2>, <https://
archive.is/tLeu4>.

4See id., “In The MEDIA!”, True Male Multiorgasmic Response, <https://web.archive.org/web/
20190326115350/http://www.multiorgasmic.com/public.htm>, <https://webcitation.org/78FcdtPPg>.

5Published in the Journal of Sex Education and Therapy, Vol. 23, No. 2 (1998), pp. 157–162, doi:10
.1080/01614576.1998.11074222, <https://webcitation.org/6nbIwQ9Yq>. For other studies conducted
on the topic of multiple orgasms in males, see Marian E. Dunn and Jan E. Trost, “Male Multiple Orgasms:
A descriptive Study”, Archives of Sexual Behavior, Vol. 18, No. 5 (Oct. 1989), pp. 377–387, doi:10.1007/
BF01541970, <https://webcitation.org/78FzoXITN>; P. Haake, M. S. Exton, J. Haverkamp, M. Krämer,
N. Leygraf, U. Hartmann, M. Schedlowski and T. H. C. Krueger, “Absence of orgasm-induced prolactin
secretion in a healthy multi-orgasmic male subject”, International Journal of Impotence Research, Vol. 14,
No. 2 (Apr. 2002), pp. 133–135, doi:10.1038/sj/ijir/3900823, <https://webcitation.org/6ncz2tgwk>;
Roy J. Levin, “Revisiting Post-Ejaculation Refractory Time—What We Know and What We Do Not Know
in Males and in Females”, Journal of Sexual Medicine, Vol. 6, No. 9 (Sept. 2009), pp. 2376–2389, doi:
10.1111/j.1743-6109.2009.01350.x; and Erik Wibowo and Richard J. Wassersug, “Multiple Orgasms in
Men—What We Know So Far”, Sexual Medicine Reviews, Vol. 4, No. 2 (Apr. 2016), pp. 136–148, doi:10
.1016/j.sxmr.2015.12.004, <https://webcitation.org/6nbJK55FV>.
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Of course, Brent is not “The Only Multi-Orgasmic Man”, as I have discovered how to
have multiple orgasms with full ejaculation and yet with no “down time” in-between,
and I have taught other people how to do this, as well. Brent has apparently always
had this ability—but I believe this is an ability all physically-normal males have, it’s
just they never learned it.

I should mention that the so-called “male multiple-orgasm” techniques which have
previously been published in books and articles are not true multiple orgasms with full
ejaculation, yet instead rely on ejaculatory-control techniques.6 These require holding
off from full ejaculation and hence full orgasm. They additionally require holding back
from getting into the full sexual experience inasmuch if the male were to ejaculate then
that would be the end.

My InfiniLast technique has none of these limitations, as it involves genuine full-on
multiple male orgasms with ejaculation but with no loss of erection. One’s legs and
back will give out long before one’s penis does. And one can truly get involved in the
full coital experience without having to worry about abstaining from ejaculation.

For that reason also, the InfiniLast technique is a true Godsend for males who ex-
perience premature ejaculation, since the whole point of my technique is to be able to
orgasm with ejaculation while still remaining hard afterwards. Accordingly, the now-
misnomered “premature” ejaculation is absolutely no problem with this technique,
since with the InfiniLast technique a male who ejaculates early can still continue having
sex indefinitely with a full erection.

Being that Brent has experienced genuine male multiple orgasms with no refractory
period since he first started masturbating as a child, he is unaware of what he is doing
that almost all other males are not doing in order to achieve this result. Because of this
he has no advice to offer as to techniques others can use in order to achieve the same
result.7

But thankfully for the rest of the human race who are not purely asexual or lesbian
(and even for them, by making the rest of the world happier people), I know how it is
that Brent is achieving this result, for I learned this technique through Providence at
around 22 years of age—long after I had experienced many orgasms with refractory
period (i.e., the usual case for almost all males). For this reason, I am able to understand
and consequently relate what is being done differently in order to achieve genuine male
multiple orgasms with ejaculation and with no refractory period. And hence also, I have

6Such as with Tantric male sexual-stamina methods.
7See, e.g., id., “Q & A”, True Male Multiorgasmic Response, <https://web.archive.org/web/

20190326104315/http://www.multiorgasmic.com/q&a.htm>, <https://webcitation.org/78Fc5Wmes>;
and id., “Techniques”, op. cit., <https://web.archive.org/web/20190326095651/http://www.multi
orgasmic.com/techniques.htm>, <https://webcitation.org/78Fd8mQFF>.
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been able to successfully teach this technique to others—of which I have named my
InfiniLast technique.

The InfiniLast technique is quite simple and I believe it can be learned by almost any
male—I would reckon nearly any male who doesn’t have erection problems to begin
with (since one requires penile intumescence first in order for the technique to work).

The trick is to exercise the muscles that control the flow of urine every time af-
ter one comes, i.e., the same muscles used to stay hard—the main muscles involved
are sometimes referred to as the Kegel muscles, consisting particularly of the pubococ-
cygeus muscle. Every time after one ejaculates, one attempts to stay hard for as long
as one can. Initially it probably won’t work very well—yet the point is to exercise those
muscles.

One can likewise exercise these same muscles before ejaculation, by attempting to
stay erect without any physical stimulation for as long as possible (i.e., after having
become erect via physical stimuli)—once one starts going soft from lack of physical
contact then apply physiological stimulation again to get hard. Keep doing this over
and over again as an exercise.

I believe this regimen would likely even work when a male is flaccid, such as
when one is simply sitting down. Just keep tightening those muscles and then relaxing
them—again and again.

Keep exercising those muscles and eventually one will be able (or should be able) to
stay just as hard even after ejaculation. Then one will be able to have multiple orgasms
with ejaculation without ever going soft.

Try it—for real. Make this one’s exercise routine (such as when one masturbates),
and one will become a stud who can go forever in the sack while having genuine full-on
multiple orgasms.

***

Further Elaboration on the InfiniLast Technique: During sex, one contracts the
Kegel muscles after ejaculation while continuing to have sex with one’s partner. What
contracting the Kegel muscles in this manner does is prevent the blood from flowing
out of the penis, thereby preventing the penis from becoming flaccid. Following a short
duration, one’s normal arousal will come back wherein one doesn’t have to contract
the Kegel muscles any more than one normally would during coitus.

The more one works at this the easier it becomes. So easy, in fact, that once one
becomes proficient at this one is unlikely to notice any additional effort needed in
maintaining an erection after an ejaculation while continuing to have sex.
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Furthermore, it does help the tighter a vagina, etc., is. This simply has to do with the
amount of stimulation received. The woman with whom I discovered this technique of
mine circa 1999 had a very tight vagina, which made it particularly advantageous for
me remaining erect in her after ejaculation. Though once one’s Kegel muscles become
strong enough it’s possible to orgasm with ejaculation during automasturbation and
still stay hard afterward even with little physical stimulation applied.

One aspect regarding my InfiniLast technique which may hinder its effectiveness for
some individuals is the typical loss of interest in sex after a male has an orgasm. Thus,
many males might lose the desire to properly practice the InfiniLast technique after
they orgasm, and hence never really give the technique a proper chance. So a male
ought to be motivated in sticking with it, and practice the technique just as I described
above. Yet as I therein relate, after a man ejaculates and continues to have sex while
contracting his Kegel muscles, after a short period a normal erection will return wherein
he doesn’t have to contract the Kegel muscles any more than he normally would during
sex, due to the regular sexual tumescence resuming.

It may take a while for a male to build up enough strength in his Kegel muscles in
order to successfully maintain his erection after ejaculation with full orgasm, so one
shouldn’t necessarily expect instant results (although some males have gotten instant
success with my technique). Just like building up any muscles, it could take weeks or
months to achieve the results one is looking for.

The point of this technique is to strengthen the male’s Kegel muscles to the degree
where these muscles are strong enough so that after ejaculation with full orgasm the
male can deliberately contract said muscles in order to prevent the blood from flowing
out of his penis long enough for his normal penile arousal to return. Thus, it may
well take some work in getting the Kegel muscles strong enough, but there’s nothing
mysterious or arcane about the mechanics of how the technique works.

And if one is a woman who would like your man to be able to stay hard while
making love to you for as long as you want, then be sure to have him read my foregoing
InfiniLast technique and provide him with encouragement in sticking with the aforesaid
exercises.

2 Biography of the Author

Born in Austin, Texas and raised in the Leander, Texas hill country, James Redford is
a born-again Christian who was converted from atheism by a direct revelation from
Jesus Christ. He is a scientific rationalist who concludes that the Omega Point (i.e.,
the physicists’ technical term for God) and the Feynman–DeWitt–Weinberg quantum
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gravity/Standard Model Theory of Everything (TOE) is an unavoidable result of the
known laws of physics. His website is the following:

• Theophysics: God Is the Ultimate Physicist, ark:/13960/t3fz13g1p, <https://archive.org/
details/Theophysics>, <http://theophysics.host56.com>, <http://theophysics.freevar
.com>.

3 Other Works By the Author

• James Redford, “The Physics of God and the Quantum Gravity Theory of Every-
thing”, Social Science Research Network (SSRN), Sept. 10, 2012 (orig. pub. Dec. 19,
2011), 186 pp., doi:10.2139/ssrn.1974708, <https://archive.org/download/ThePhysics
OfGodAndTheQuantumGravityTheoryOfEverything/Redford-Physics-of-God.pdf>,
<https://purl.org/redford/physics-of-god>, <https://webcitation.org/74HMsJGbP>.

• James Redford, “Video of Profs. Frank Tipler and Lawrence Krauss’s Debate at
Caltech: Can Physics Prove God and Christianity?”, God and Physics Wiki, May
12, 2019, <https://godandphysics.fandom.com/wiki/Tipler-Krauss_2007_Debate>,
<https://megalodon.jp/2019-0512-1524-14/godandphysics.fandom.com/wiki/Tipler-

Krauss_2007_Debate>, <http://www.freezepage.com/1557642247WROWXLAMHG>,
<https://web.archive.org/web/20190512065553/http://theophysics.freevar.com/Tipler

-Krauss_2007_Debate.html>.

• James Redford, “Jesus Is an Anarchist”, Social Science Research Network (SSRN),
Dec. 4, 2011 (orig. pub. Dec. 19, 2001), 60 pp., doi:10.2139/ssrn.1337761, <https
://archive.org/download/JesusIsAnAnarchist/Redford-Jesus-Is-an-Anarchist.pdf>,
<https://web.archive.org/web/20120425000701/http://theophysics.host56.com/

anarchist-jesus.pdf>, <https://webcitation.org/66AF4TMv3>.

• James Redford, “Libertarian Anarchism Is Apodictically Correct”, Social Science
Research Network (SSRN), Dec. 15, 2011, 9 pp., doi:10.2139/ssrn.1972733,
<https://archive.org/download/LibertarianAnarchismIsApodicticallyCorrect/Redford-

Apodictic-Libertarianism.pdf>, <https://web.archive.org/web/20120831123938/http://
theophysics.host56.com/Redford-Apodictic-Libertarianism.pdf>, <https://webcitation
.org/69H4tzCOZ>.

• James Redford, “Societal Sadomasochism”, State-Terror Archive, May 8, 2019,
<https://stateterrorarchive.blogspot.com/2019/05/societal-sadomasochism.html>,
<https://webcitation.org/78ENQ50V2>, <https://archive.is/tLeu4>, <https://mega

lodon.jp/2019-0509-1152-02/stateterrorarchive.blogspot.com/2019/05/societal-sado

masochism.html>.
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